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We assume the apparatus and method of Meth8/VŁ4.
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LET: ~ Not; & And; \ Not And; + Or; - Not Or;
> Imply, greater than; > Not Imply, less than; = Equivalent to;
# necessity, for all; % possibility, for some (one); (p-p) zero; (p\p) one;
q>(p-p) q>zero; q<(p\p) q<one; q=(p-p) q=zero; q=(p\p) q=one
The designated proof value is T(autology). The 16-valued result table is presented in row-major
and horizontally.
For neutrosophic logic (N), we map the respective values of truth, falsity, and indeterminacy as:
Nt (%p>#p); Nf (%p<#p); Ni (((%p>#p)+(%p<#p))+~((%p>#p)+(%p<#p))).

(1.1)

We simplify our evaluation by ignoring the numeric scaling factor of lower-case_epsilon ε. That
serves to push a single numeric value of the combined, summed state of Nt+Ni+Nf outside an interval
definition of q on "]0,1[" and into "]0,3[", or ultimately to natural numbers, including a number zero.
#(((q>(p-p))&(q<(p\p)))+((q=(p-p))+(q=(p\p)))) >
%(q=(((%p>#p)+(%p<#p))+~((%p>#p)+(%p<#p)))) ;

TCTT TCTT TCTT TCTT

(1.2)

In Eq. 1.2 the antecedent establishes the necessity of 0 ≤ q ≤ 1.
In Eq. 1.2 the consequent establishes the possibility that q is the summation of Nt+Ni+Nf.
In Eq. 1.2 the result of the literal is not tautologous, meaning neutrosophic logic is refuted and hence its
use as a generalization of intuitionistic, fuzzy logic is likewise unworkable.
We expand our evaluation by including more neutrosophic values for absolute truth +1, absolute falsity
-0, and absolute indeterminacy on the interval written "]-0,1+[", as respectively:

N+t (#p>#p); N+f (#p<#p); N+i (((#p>#p)+(#p<#p))+~((#p>#p)+(#p<#p))).

(2.1)

We substitute values of Eq. 2.1 into Eq. 1.2.
#(((q<(p-p))&(q>(p\p)))+((q=(p-p))+(q=(p\p)))) >
%(q=(((#p>#p)+(#p<#p))+~((#p>#p)+(#p<#p)))) ;

TCTT TCTT TCTT TCTT

(2.2)

In Eq. 2.2 the antecedent establishes the necessity of 1 ≤ q ≤ 0.
In Eq. 2.2 the consequent establishes the possibility that q is the summation of (N+t) + (N+i) + (N+f).
In Eq. 2.2 the result of the literal is not tautologous, with the same table result as in Eq. 1.2 and
generalization as likewise unworkable.

